A Philippines lady is known throughout the world for her stunning beauty, her bright smile, her shy looks and her petite figure, but she has to be so much more than this, to be presentable in marriage within Filipino culture.

A Filipino has one major advantage over a Western man when it comes to courting a Philippines lady, that is he is of the same race, and cultural background, that in many ways puts him way ahead of us in finding his bride, is that true then ? no it does not have to be !, Western suitors just have to work harder to make sure that there courtship style is more exciting and stay way ahead in the game, by learning the secrets of the Filipina.

Lets examine this further, many Filipina’s are convinced that their chances of happiness in marriage will be greatly increased by having a Western husband. She is convinced that a Western man is not a womaniser, a drinker, a gambler, a playboy, or an abuser, that is why a Filipina will tend to look for a man who is between 5 to 25 years her senior, and thinks nothing of this, A filipina is also fairly vulnerable to being charmed, whilst some Filipina's are relatively inexperienced in love and courtships, others are not, generally a Filipina is brought up to be faithful in marriage, to bestow favour on her husband, this may seem sometimes to border on submissivness. A Filipina does not see it this way, she is happy to submit to the reasonable demands of her husband, providing he does not abuse her, treats her well, and is caring and loving, one of the biggest reason for marital unhappiness cited by Filipina wives of foreign spouses, was that "The husband did not tell her he loved her enough", this was mainly cited by Filipina Wives who were married to Japanese rural farmers. A Filipina can be very adaptable to new situations, and is not afraid to move to another country far from home to make her life better and happy, it is true she may get homesick, but she is prepared to integrate into new cultures and make the required changes.

A Filipina also has one major advantage over Thai Women or women of other South East Asian cultures, she tends to be an excellent english speaker, although her other languages may be Filipino the National Language of the Philippines which is derived from the Tagalog speaking regions, she may also speak provincial languages and may even speak localized dialects.

Really then, it would be helpful if you took time out to examine the traditional Filipino courtship style, and how a Filipina responds to words of love, very often the traditional Filipino courtship is likened to a dance, but more importantly, it takes the form of a game of baseball, see how it works.
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